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Project overview:
UFTPD is an open-source FTP/TFTP server developed by Joanchim Wiberg. The developer designed
UFTPD as a simple FTP/TFTP server that “just work!!” without bloating it with many features that are not
required or generally used by the users. At the time of this project was conducted, there were three Common
Vulnerability Enumeration (CVE) assigned for UFTPD before version 2.11, with all of them have HIGH
severity based on CVSS 3.1 scoring. In this project, I mostly explored the Directory Traversal vulnerabilities
founded in the affected version and demonstrate how to use that vulnerability to compromised the host
machine by gaining Remote Code Execution (RCE).

1. Introduction
UFTPD is an open-source FTP/TFTP server developed by Joanchim Wiberg. The developer designed
UFTPD as a simple FTP/TFTP server that “just work!!” without bloating it with many features that are not
required or generally used by the users. At the time of this project was conducted, there were three Common
Vulnerability Enumeration (CVE) assigned for UFTPD before version 2.11, with all of them have HIGH
severity based on CVSS 3.1 scoring. In this project, I mostly explored the Directory Traversal vulnerabilities
founded in the affected version and demonstrate how to use that vulnerability to compromised the host
machine by gaining Remote Code Execution (RCE).

1.1. UFTPD
As mentioned above, UFTPD is an open-source FTP/TFTP server developed by Joanchim Wiberg and can
be freely downloaded from its project repository https://github.com/troglobit/uftpd and the developer’s
website https://troglobit.com/projects/uftpd/. UFTPD has features:
• FTP and/or TFTP
• No complex configuration files
• Runs from standard UNIX inetd, or standalone
• Uses ftp user's $HOME, from /etc/passwd, or custom path
• Uses ftp/tcp and tftp/udp from /etc/services, or custom ports
• Privilege separation, drops root privileges having bound to ports
• Possible to use symlinks outside of the FTP home directory
• Possible to have group writable FTP home directory
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1.2. Vulnerabilities in UFTPD before 2.11
The developer claims that UFTPD is targeting at users in need of a simple FTP/TFTP server and primarily
not targeted at secure installation. Listed below are vulnerabilities founded as of December 2020 in UFTPD
before version 2.11.

1.2.1. CVE-2020-14149 (CVSS 3.1 Score: 7.5 HIGH)

In UFTPD before 2.12, handle_CWD in ftpcmd.c mishandled the path provided by the user, causing a NULL
pointer dereference and denial of service, as demonstrated by a CWD /.. command.

1.2.2. CVE-2020-5221 (CVSS 3.1 Score: 7.2 HIGH)

In UFTPD before 2.11, it is possible for an unauthenticated user to perform a directory traversal attack using
multiple different FTP commands and read and write to arbitrary locations on the filesystem due to the lack
of a well-written chroot jail in compose_abspath(). This has been fixed in version 2.11

1.2.3. CVE-2020-5204 (CVSS 3.1 Score: 8.8 HIGH)

In UFTPD before 2.11, there is a buffer overflow vulnerability in handle_PORT in ftpcmd.c that is caused by
a buffer that is 16 bytes large being filled via sprintf() with user input based on the format specifier
string
%d.%d.%d.%d.
The
16
byte
size
is
correct
for
valid
IPv4
addresses
(len(&#39;255.255.255.255&#39;) == 16), but the format specifier %d allows more than 3 digits. This has
been fixed in version 2.11.

1.3. Project Objectives
The objectives of this project are:
• Learn how the vulnerabilities mentioned above occur in UFTPD before 2.11.
• Develop attack scenarios and a working exploit to compromise the host machine.
Project limitation: Due to the time constraint and personal limitation, in this project, I mostly explored the
Buffer Overflow (CVE-2020-5204) and Directory Traversal issue (CVE-2020-5221).

1.4. Methodology
To achieve the objectives above, in this project, I did:
• Source code review to understand the root cause of the vulnerabilities. I especially spent more time
to review the parts that are vulnerable.
• Simulation by creating proof of concept (PoC) of the vulnerabilities, testing parts of the program
separately to see the logic flaw that cause the vulnerabilities, and attack simulation to compromise
the host machine.
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2. Environment Preparation
2.1. Machines used in the project
There are two machines running Linux used in this project with details listed below.

2.1.1. Attacker machine

The attacker machine is the one that I used to demonstrate FTP connection and the one that will run the
exploit to gain RCE. I used Kali Linux as the attacker machine with hostname: ardyas:

Figure 1 the attacker machine used in this project

2.1.2. Victim machine

The victim machine is the one that I used to run UFTPD and will be compromised. I used Ubuntu 18.04 –
64-bit as the victim machine with hostname: abcde:

Figure 2 the victim machine used in this project

I also disabled ASLR in the victim machine during the project.

Figure 3 ASLR disabled in victim machine

The victim machine use little-endian:
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Figure 4 Target system use little-endian

2.2. UFTPD 2.10 Installation
To make proofing and exploiting buffer overflow issue easier, I decided to disable DEP and Stack Canaries
when compiling the program and its dependency libraries. Explained below are steps that required to
compile and install UFTPD from the source code. Please note that I used UFTPD 2.10 for the project.

2.2.1. Installing libuev

libuev is a library that is required by UFTPD, the source code can be obtained from the Github repository:
https://github.com/troglobit/libuev/releases/tag/v2.3.1 .After downloading the source code, compilation can
be done by following the library documentation:

Step 1: ./configure CFLAGS='-z execstack -fno-stack-protector'

Figure 5 ./configure CFLAGS='-z execstack -fno-stack-protector'

Step 2: make -j5

Figure 6 make -j5

Step 3: sudo make install-strip
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Figure 7 sudo make install-strip

Step 4: sudo ldconfig
Figure 8 sudo ldconfig

2.2.2. Installing libite

libite is a library that is required by UFTPD, the source code can be obtained from the Github repository:
https://github.com/troglobit/libite/releases/tag/v2.2.0 .After downloading the source code, compilation can
be done by following the library documentation:

Step 1: ./configure CFLAGS='-z execstack -fno-stack-protector'

Figure 9 ./configure CFLAGS='-z execstack -fno-stack-protector'

Step 2: make -j5

Figure 10 make -j5

Step 3: sudo make install-strip

Figure 11 sudo make install-strip

Step 4: ldconfig
Figure 12 sudo ldconfig
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2.2.3. Installing UFTPD 2.10

The source code of UFTPD 2.10 can be obtained from Github repository of UFTPD
https://github.com/troglobit/uftpd/releases/tag/v2.10 . After downloading the source code, compilation of the
program can be done by following the program documentation:

Step 1: ./configure CFLAGS='-z execstack -fno-stack-protector'

Figure 13 ./configure CFLAGS='-z execstack -fno-stack-protector'

Step 2: sudo make all install

Figure 14 sudo make all install

Step 3: Verifying compiled binary

After the steps above, UFTPD will be installed in the victim machine. To check that the UFTPD binary has
DEP and Stack Canaries disabled:

Figure 15 UFTPD with DEP Protection disabled

Figure 16 UFTPD with stack canaries disabled
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Step 4: Adding user named “ftp”

UFTPD will use default FTP home directory of user named “ftp” if the user doesn’t provide home directory
as one of the arguments. So, I added a new user named ftp with home directory: /home/ftp.

Figure 17 setup user ftp with home directory: /home/ftp

Step 5: Giving non-sudo user permission to run UFTPD using standard port
For convenient, I also give non-sudo user permission to run UFTPD using standard FTP port 21.
Figure 18 Give non-sudo user privilege to run uftpd on standard port 21

2.2.4. Testing UFTPD

After completing all the steps above, UFTPD will be ready to use. Before, moving to proof the vulnerabilities,
I run some testing to make sure the program works as expected:

Step 1: Creating a dummy file named “testing-uftpd.txt

To begin the testing, I created a dummy file named “testing-uftpd.txt” inside the ftp user’s home directory
(/home/ftp):

Figure 19 ftp home folder

Step 2: Connecting to FTP from different machine

After that, I connected the Attacker Machine to the FTP server and run some FTP commands to see if it
can be executed successfully:
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Figure 20 Connected to UFTPD from another machine

Figure 21 UFTPD works as expected

As shown in the pictures above, all FTP commands were executed successfully.
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3. The Buffer Overflow Issue (CVE-2020-5204)
3.1. Issue overview
In UFTPD before 2.11, there is a buffer overflow vulnerability in handle_PORT in ftpcmd.c that is caused
by a buffer that is 16 bytes large being filled via sprintf() with user input based on the format specifier
string %d.%d.%d.%d. The 16 byte size is correct for valid IPv4 addresses (len(&;255.255.255.255&#39;)
== 16), but the format specifier %d allows more than 3 digits. This has been fixed in version 2.11.

3.2. Vulnerability analysis
3.2.1. PORT command in FTP

FTP communications use two port number values, the first one is for commands (port 21 by default) and
second one is for data transfer. The PORT command is sent by an FTP client to establish a secondary
connection (address and port) for data to travel over from server to the client. So, basically:
1. FTP client uses PORT command to the FTP server and defines what IP address and port the client
will be listening on for the data channel connection.
2. Upon receipt of the PORT command, the server establishes a new TCP connection to the client
using that TCP port value.

Figure 22 PORT command illustration

The arguments that need to be sent alongside the PORT command is a series of six numbers separated by
a comma, for example: PORT 192,168,1,20,4,15. The meaning of the numbers are:
• The first four numbers of the series indicate the client IP address. So, in the previous example,
the IP address that is going to be used is 192.168.1.20.
• The last two numbers of the series indicate the client port and translated as follow:
o Convert the numbers from decimal to hexadecimal. In the example before, 4 will be translated
to 0x04 and 15 will be translated to 0x0f.
o Concatenate the hexadecimal value: 0x04 and 0x1f  0x040f
o Convert the concatenated value to decimal to get the port number: 0x040f  1039

FTP PORT command usage example

The steps below is an example of how to use PORT command between the client (IP address 192.168.1.20)
and the server (IP address 192.168.1.28):
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Step 1: The FTP client initiates FTP connection and after that login as guest:

Figure 23 client initiates FTP connection

Step 2: The client set up a listener on port 1039 to receive data connection from the server:
Figure 24 client setup a listener on port 1039

Step 3: The client sends PORT command and the server responded by 200 PORT command successful:

Figure 25 the client sends PORT command

Step 4: The client sends LIST command to get a list of files and directories in the current working directory
of the FTP:

Figure 26 the client sends LIST command

Step 5: Upon receiving LIST command, the server send the result to the IP address and port specified by

the previous PORT command from the client. So, in the netcat listener, the client will get the result of the
LIST command
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Figure 27 the result of LIST command received by the listener

3.2.2. C Library function: sprintf

The buffer overflow vulnerability in UFTPD occurs because the program fills the buffer using sprintf, which
is a C library function that sends formatted output to a string pointed to. The reason why sprintf can cause
buffer overflow is because it doesn’t check if the formatted output that it is going to send to the target string
is larger than the space that the string has. To demonstrate why sprintf() can cause buffer overflow
vulnerability, I write a small program like shown below:

Figure 28 vulnerable program using sprintf

The program above, will take user input argv[1] and construct a formatted output using sprintf and store the
result into string named str which defined to has length of 100. The program will behave normally as long
as the resulting formatted output length doesn’t exceed 100. However, if the resulting formatted output is
more than 100, it will corrupt the buffer.
For example, when user give input string “Normal” or “Also Normal” the resulting output length is 26 and 31
characters respectively which is less than 100. So the program execution will run normally:
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Figure 29 normal program execution

On the other hand, when the user give long input string, such as 300 characters of A, the resulting formatted
output length will far greater than 100. So, buffer overflow condition will happen:

Figure 30 normal program execution

As shown above, sprintf will keep all the formatted output characters regardless the size of the string that is
used to store it.

3.2.3. Proof of concept

As explained above, the vulnerable codes are located in ftpcmd.c. inside the handle_PORT function (shown
highlighted in the picture below).

Figure 31 vulnerable codes that causing buffer overflow issue
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The buffer length prepared by handle_PORT to store IP address is defined by INET_ADDRSTRLEN. The
value of INET_ADDRSTRLEN itself is 16 as defined by <netinet/in.h> header. The reason why
INET_ADDRSTRLEN is 16 is because it is intended to define the possible length of an IP version 4 address.
We can also confirm that by simply calculating the minimum length of valid IP address and the largest IP
address:
• Minimum string length of valid IP version 4 address: 8 characters or bytes because each octet
will consist of 1-digit decimal value, such as 0.0.0.0 or 1.1.1.1.
• Maximum string length of valid IP version 4 address: 16 characters or bytes because each octet
will consist of 3-digit decimal value, such as 255.255.255.255 or 100.100.100.100.
• It is impossible to have a valid IP version 4 address that have string length more than 16. For
example: 1000.1.1.1. is not a valid address because the maximum value of each octet is 255 which
consist of 3-digits decimal.
The buffer overflow issue occurs because the format specifier used by handle_PORT is %d.%d.%d.%d. It
means that each %d will contain signed integer value that can have more than 3 integer digits. We know
that from the range of signed integer value in C, which is from -2147483648 to 2147483647. So, it is possible
that each %d is filled with 10 digits that will be translated into 10 string characters or 11 string characters if
the integer is negative integer.
Moreover, because there is no user input sanitation before sprintf is called, user can provide any input that
will be translated into valid integer format to fill it. So, from this calculation, the maximum formatted output
that will be stored in string addr is 11 x 4 (from the integer) + 4 (from the “.” That separates each integer)
= 48 characters or bytes because in C language character length is 1 byte.
To prove that the handle_PORT doesn’t sanitize user input when handling input from the user, in the picture
below I show how the program responded to various inputs given by the user:

Figure 32 inputs from the client
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Figure 33 server responses
Table 1 Various inputs and response from the server

Input Number

Response from server

Buffer Overflow Triggered?

1 – Normal input
(valid IP address

200 PORT command successful

No. because the length of the
resulting address is less than 16
bytes

2 – Invalid IP (4
digits each octet)

500 Illegal PORT command

Yes. because the length of the
resulting address is more than 16
bytes, buffer overflow is
trigged.

3 – Invalid IP
(INT_MIN in each
octet)

Invalid address ‘1111.1111.1111.1111’

500 Illegal PORT command
Invalid address ‘-2147483648.-2147483648.2147483648.-2147483648.-2147483648

4 – Invalid IP
(INT_MAX in
each octet)

500 Illegal PORT command

5 – Invalid IP
(INT_MAX + 1 in
each octet)

500 Illegal PORT command

6 – Invalid IP:
very large number
in each octet
7 – Invalid
address:
character string in
each octet

Invalid address ‘2147483647. 2147483647.
2147483647. 2147483647’

Invalid address ‘-2147483648.-2147483648.2147483648.-2147483648.-2147483648
500 Illegal PORT command
Invalid address ‘-1.-1.-1.-1’
500 Illegal PORT command
Invalid address
'21848.549416709.21848.549416709'

Yes. because the length of the
resulting address is more than 16
bytes, buffer overflow is
trigged.
Yes. because the length of the
resulting address is more than 16
bytes, buffer overflow is
trigged.
Yes. because the length of the
resulting address is more than 16
bytes, buffer overflow is
trigged.
No. because the length of the
resulting address is less than 16
bytes
Yes. because the length of the
resulting address is more than 16
bytes, buffer overflow is
trigged.

To learn about how the register looks like when the buffer overflow triggered, I debugged the program using
GDB:
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Figure 34 debugging UFTPD using GDB

Set breakpoint inside handle_PORT function before the program call sprintf and inet_aton:

Figure 35 set breakpoints

After that, give various inputs and examine the registers:

Normal Input

Screenshots below show the register state at breakpoint 2 (after sprintf called):

Figure 36 normal input (valid IP address)

Figure 37 buffer state at breakpoint
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Figure 38 buffer state at breakpoint

We can notice that the user inputs didn’t overflow the provided buffer space for addr.

Invalid IP address as input

After find out how the registers should look like when normal valid IP address used as the input, I tried to
examine the registers if invalid IP address is used as the input:

Figure 39 invalid IP address as input

Figure 40 register state when buffer overflow occurred

Figure 41 register state when buffer invalid IP address used
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Figure 42 register state when buffer overflow occurred

As shown above, input #1 and input #5 caused buffer overflow indicated by the user input filled buffer
outside the ones that are provided for addr.
In addition, I also created a proof of concept using UFTPD binary that was compiled with stack canaries
and DEP enabled. If stack canaries are enabled, the buffer overflow condition can be detected as shown
below:

Figure 43 Trigger Buffer Overflow

Figure 44 Buffer overflow detected

3.2.4. Further exploitation limitation

After analyzing the Buffer Overflow vulnerability in UFTPD, I couldn’t find a way to exploit it further to spawn
a shell or to redirect the flow of the program because:
• The total length of the buffer that can be used to overflow it limited to 48 bytes and after trials and
errors, I couldn’t overflow important register, such as the return address.
• The payload that can be used is limited to the range of decimal numbers, comma, minus signed in
ASCI, which is 0x30 – 0x39, 0x2e, and 0x2d.
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4. The Directory Traversal Issue (CVE-2020-5221)
4.1. Issue overview
In UFTPD before 2.11, it is possible for an unauthenticated user to perform a directory traversal attack using
multiple different FTP commands and read and write to arbitrary locations on the filesystem due to the lack
of a well-written chroot jail in compose_abspath(). This has been fixed in version 2.11

4.2. Vulnerability analysis
4.2.1. Directory Traversal

According to CWE-22 description: path/directory traversal happens when the software uses external input
to construct a pathname that is intended to identify a file or directory that is located underneath a restricted
parent directory, but the software does not properly neutralize special elements within the pathname that
can cause the pathname to resolve to a location that is outside of the restricted directory.
By using special elements such as ".." and "/" separators, attackers can escape outside of the restricted
location to access files or directories that are elsewhere on the system. One of the most common special
elements is the "../" sequence, which in most modern operating systems is interpreted as the parent
directory of the current location. This is referred to as relative path traversal. Path traversal also covers the
use of absolute pathnames such as "/usr/local/bin", which may also be useful in accessing unexpected files.
This is referred to as absolute path traversal.

4.2.2. chroot jail concept

In Unix system, chroot operation changes the apparent root directory for a running process and its children.
It allows you to run a program (process) with a root directory other than /. The program cannot see or access
files outside the designated directory tree. For example, you can run a program and specify its root directory
as /home/user/jail. In this case, the program’s root directory is actually /home/user/jail. The program would
not be aware of, or able to access, any files above this directory in the hierarchy.
This artificial root directory is called a chroot jail. Its purpose is to limit the directory access of a potential
attacker. The chroot jail locks down a given process and any user ID it is using so that the user sees only
the directory that the process is running in. To the process, it appears that it is running in the root directory.

4.2.3. Proof of Concept

The directory traversal issue in UFTPD is pretty easy to discover because to exploit it, the user just need to
use the well-known “../” sequence to reach the target directory. For example, to list the content of /var
directory, the user use: LS../../../../../var:
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Figure 45 exploiting directory traversal issue to list content of /var (UFTPD server is being run by user srydn)

However, the directory traversal issue only exists if UFTPD is being run by non-root user. In the example
above, UFTPD was being run by user srydn. As shown below, if UFTPD is being run by root user, we cannot
list the content of /var:

Figure 46 directory traversal issue cannot be exploited if UFTPD being run by root

The reason for different behavior above is because when UFTPD is being run by root user, it will use the
actual chroot function which doesn’t have directory traversal issue. Meanwhile, when non-root user runs
UFTPD, it will use chroot jail implementation developed by the developer of the application which has logic
flaw that causing the directory traversal.
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As explained above, the vulnerable codes are located inside the compose_abspath function which is located
in common.c (shown highlighted in the picture below).

Figure 47 compose_abspath function

After analyzing the source code, I found that the actual root cause of the vulnerability is logic flaw in
compose_path function and therefore, because compose_abspath is using compose_path, all other
functions that use compose_abspath are affected by this directory traversal issue.

Figure 48 compose_path function

To fully understand how compose_path function works, I write a new C program consisting the
compose_path function so that I can test how the function behave for various different conditions and inputs:
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Figure 49 small C program to simulate compose_path function

Using the program above, I can simulate the behavior of compose_path function when being run by root
user. As shown below in Figure 50, the compose_path function returns NULL when being run by root user
and therefore preventing directory traversal issue. On the other hand, compose_path return /var/www for
directory traversal attempt that shown in
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Figure 51 compose_path return NULL when being run by root
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Figure 52 compose_path return real/absolute path when being run by non-root user

4.2.4. Security impact

The directory traversal vulnerability in UFTPD has severe security impact because compose_abspath is
used in many FTP commands handles in UFTPD. I have listed FTP commands handle function that use
compose_abspath:
Table 2 Affected FTP command

No

FTP Command

Command Description

1

CWD

Change working directory.

2

LIST

Returns information of a file or directory if specified, else information of the
current working directory is returned.

3

MLSD

Lists the contents of a directory if a directory is named.

4

MLST

Provides data about exactly the object named on its command line, and no
others.
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5

RETR

Retrieve a copy of the file

6

MDTM

Return the last-modified time of a specified file.

7

STOR

Accept the data and to store the data as a file at the server site

8

DELE

Delete file

9

MKD

Make directory.

10

SIZE

Return the size of a file.

Figure 53 compose_abspath in handle_CWD function

Figure 54 compose_abspath in handle_LIST function

Figure 55 compose_abspath in handle_RETR function
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Figure 56 compose_abspath in handle_MDTM function

Figure 57 compose_abspath in handle_STOR function

Figure 58 compose_abspath in handle_DELE function
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Figure 59 compose_abspath in handle_MKD function

Figure 60 compose_abspath in handle_SIZE function

Among the affected FTP methods, the ones that have the biggest (most dangerous) security impact are:
• LIST, MLSD, MLST, RETR: These FTP commands (either used individually or in combination) can
be used by attacker to gain valuable information from the host machine by reading directory contents
and file contents that the user who runs UFTPD has permission to Read.
• STOR, DELE, MKD: These FTP commands (either used individually or in combination) can be used
by attacker to make modification to directories and files that the user who runs UFTPD has
permission to Write.
In the example below, I demonstrate how the directory traversal vulnerability can be used to read
/etc/passwd file:
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Figure 61 exploiting the directory traversal issue to read /etc/passwd

Figure 62 content of /etc/passwd

4.3. Exploitation to get Remote Code Execution
Under some circumstances, the directory traversal vulnerability in UFTPD can allows the attacker to gain
remote code execution (RCE). In this case, there are two attack scenarios that I have explored to gain RCE.

4.3.1. Attack scenario 1: upload a reverse shell file into web directory
Pre-requisite

In order for this scenario to work, we need to have these condition:
• The victim host machine must be running a web server that is reachable by the attacker machine.
• The user who runs UFTPD in victim host machine must have write access to at least one public web
directory (such as /var/www/html/).
• The language supported by the web server allows execution of system commands. For example: if
the web server support PHP, then it must allow execution of system commands such as system(),
passthru(), or exec().

Attack Steps

The attack steps are shown in the picture below:
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Figure 63 attack scenario 1

Step 1: Exploiting the directory traversal in UFTPD to find writeable web accessible directory.

Figure 64 finding writeable directory in /var/www/

Figure 65 /var/www/html/vuln_dir is writeable

As shown in the picture above, /var/www/html/vuln_dir has permission setting lepc, meaning that it is
writeable by the user that is running the UFTPD.
Step 2: Exploiting the directory traversal in UFTPD to upload a file containing a reverse shell script
to the directory founded in step 1.
First of all, here we assume that we already know that the victim machine web server has php enabled
because there is phpinfo page in http://192.168.1.28/vuln_dir/phpinfo.php.
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Figure 66 The web server supports PHP

Therefore, I prepare a php reverse shell file as shown below:

Figure 67 content of reverse shell file

Then I upload it to the victim machine via FTP:

Figure 68 Upload reverse shell file

Step 3: Trigger the uploaded reverse shell script by opening the URL of the file
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In this example, the uploaded reverse shell file can be accessed via URL:
http://192.168.1.28/vuln_dir/revshell.php
Before triggering the reverse shell, I run a netcat listener on port 4321:

Figure 69 Run netcat listener

After the listener is ready, trigger the reverse shell:

Figure 70 trigger the reverse shell file

Step 4: Attacker machine get a reverse shell connection coming from the victim machine on the
port specified in the reverse shell file uploaded (in this example: port 4321)

Figure 71 successfully get a shell

4.3.2. Attack scenario 2: overwrite the ~/.ssh/authorized_keys
Pre-requisite

In order for this scenario to work, we need to have these condition:
• The victim host machine must be running an SSH server that is reachable by the attacker machine.
• The user who runs UFTPD in victim host machine must already have ~/.ssh/authorized_keys.

Attack Steps

The attack steps are shown in the picture below:
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Step 1: Exploiting the directory traversal in UFTPD to find writeable user's home directory and
check if authorized_keys is exist and writeable.
First, we can use the directory traversal issue to read /etc/passwd and found candidate user home
directories:

Figure 72 use RETR command to read /etc/passwd

Figure 73 Found home directory candidates

After finding potential home directories and username, find out which one that is accessible by the UFTPD
user:
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Figure 74 checking /home/ftp and /home/srydn

Figure 75 we don't have permission to read and write /home/ftp/.ssh

Figure 76 we don't have permission to read and write /home/srydn/.ssh

Figure 77 check the content of /home/srydn/.ssh/
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Figure 78 found that /home/srydn/.ssh/authorized_keys exists

In this example, we found that: /home/srydn/.ssh/ is writable and /home/srydn/.ssh/authorized_keys file is
exist.

Step 2: Generate an SSH-key and upload the public key to the directory founded in step 1. Name it
authorized_keys to replace the original authorized_keys

Figure 79 Generate ssh key

Before uploading the ssh public key to the victim machine, I want to prove that we originally cannot SSH
to the victim as srydn without knowing its password:
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Figure 80 SSH to the victim machine requires srydn's password

Upload the SSH public key to /home/srydn/.ssh/authorized_keys:

Figure 81 /home/srydn/.ssh/authorized_keys

Step 3: Connect to the victim machine using SSH using the public key authentication. For
example: ssh -i ~/.ssh/sshkey_lab srydn@192.168.1.28
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Figure 82 Connect to the victim machine via SSH as srydn
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